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Abstract
The share of jobless spells that end with recalls, i.e., returning to the previous job, as
opposed to ﬁnding a new job, is strongly increasing in age. The fact is robust to an
extensive set of controls and various alternative sample selections, and is conﬁrmed in
administrative data. Recalls lead to diﬀerent wage outcomes than exit to new jobs or
job to job transitions. Throughout the life cycle, wages are barely changed after recalls,
and the distribution of wage changes is very concentrated. We ﬁnd that a job-ladder
search model with recall options can successfully account for all documented facts. The
introduction of recall options provides a novel mechanism that reconciles the puzzle of a
positive comovement between separation and job ﬁnding rate over the life cycle.
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1 Introduction
An unemployed worker can leave the unemployment pool by either ﬁnding a new job (EUE’
transitions) or returning to work for their previous employers (EUE transitions). In the U.S.
labor market, over 40% of unemployment spells end with recalls (Fujita and Moscarini, 2017).1
The labor market implication of layoﬀs are very diﬀerent when recalls are taken into account.
For instance, not all layoﬀs are inherently associated with job destruction, if the match capital
can essentially be preserved for a large amount of separations. The pandemic labor market
has clearly further corroborated that the incidence of recalls is crucial to understanding labor
market dynamics (e.g., Cajner et al., 2020; Forsythe et al., 2020; Ganong et al., 2021; Hall and
Kudlyak, 2020).
Given such signiﬁcant empirical prevalence and theoretical relevance, it is perhaps surprising
that recalls are rarely incorporated into labor market research. The relatively scant evidence
about recalls documented so far is mostly based on aggregate analyses, which hide dramatic heterogeneity among diﬀerent workers. For example, given the massive literature on age-earnings
proﬁles, it is natural to ask how does the recall behavior evolve over the life cycle. The main
objective of this paper is therefore to study the life-cycle behavior of recalls, as a step towards
bridging the gap between the quantitative importance of recalls and the inadequacy of labor
market research on recalls.
Using the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), we document three novel
facts on recalls over the life cycle. First, like many other well-known life-cycle patterns such as
earnings, the recall share, deﬁned as the share of unemployment-employment transitions that
correspond to a recall rather than a new job, exhibits a steep age-gradient.2 The recall share of
an old worker is more than twice as high as that of an young worker. For instance, a 55-year-old
worker has a recall share of 60%, while a 25-year-old worker has a recall share of lower than
30%. Such a steep age-gradient in recalls is robust to an extensive set of controls, including
gender, education, race, occupation, industry, tenure, unemployment duration, unemployment
insurance (UI) status, employer-provided health insurance status, and union status. The pattern is hardly changed if we exclude seasonal jobs. Furthermore, we also conﬁrm the life-cycle
proﬁle of recalls in the Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI), which is in turn tabulated from
the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) linked employer-employee microdata.
1
Recalls are also a prevalent feature in the European labor markets, although to a slightly lesser degree
than in the U.S. labor market. For example, see the evidence in Nekoei and Weber (2015) for Austria (35%),
Alba-Ramı́rez, Arranz and Muñoz-Bullón (2007) for Spain (36%), Jansson (2002) for Sweden (45%), and Røed
and Nordberg (2003) for Norway (32%). Numbers in the parentheses refer to the estimates of the overall recall
share reported by each paper.
2
Fujita and Moscarini (2017) call this object the “recall rate.” We instead reserve the terminology “recall
rate” for the ratio of unemployment-employment transitions that are recalls divided by the unemployment stock,
so that it is part of the “job ﬁnding rate.”
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Although our main analysis is based on survey data thanks to the richness of SIPP, we corroborate our ﬁnding using the high quality of administrative data QWI to ensure that the life-cycle
behavior of recalls we document is by no means any artifact of sampling issues.
Second, we further dissect the observed life-cycle proﬁles of recalls into two components,
the ex ante expectations of likely to be recalled and the ex post outcomes of actually being
recalled. Layoﬀs where workers are noticed with a recall date or expectation are often called
“temporary layoﬀs” (TL). Temporary layoﬀs diﬀer from recalls to the extent that laid-oﬀ workers
with a recall expectation may not necessarily get rehired, and laid-oﬀ workers without a recall
expectation may turn out to get rehired. We ﬁnd that both the ex ante expectations—the
share of employment-unemployment transitions that are temporary layoﬀs, and the ex post
outcomes—the share of separated workers conditional on temporary layoﬀs or permanent layoﬀs
that are eventually recalled, are increasing in age. Thus, both contribute to the life-cycle pattern
realization of recalls, and we caution that it may lead to errors if one is ignored over the other,
for example, by only looking at temporary layoﬀs.
Third, we examine how diﬀerent paths of labor market reallocation transitions are associated
with ultimate labor market outcomes such as wages. We ﬁnd that recall (EUE), new job ﬁnding
(EUE’), and job-to-job switching (EE’) diﬀer signiﬁcantly in wage changes, both in terms of
the level of the change and the life-cycle pattern of the wage. Using an event study design, we
ﬁnd that there are little wage changes after recalls, and such persistence in wages before and
after recalls holds regardless of the age. However, the distribution of the wage change between
the pre-unemployment and post-unemployment jobs for workers who move to a new job is very
dispersed and the average wage change decreasing in age. In particular, the wage change for
young workers bettween 25 and 30 making EUE’ transitions is almost zero on average, while the
wage loss for workers older than 50 making EUE’ transitions is more than 10%. Interestingly,
the wage change for job-to-job switchers (EE’ transitions) is also declining in age, although the
wage change is positive almost through out the whole life cycle.
To investigate the role of job recalls to labor market dynamics over the life cycle, We extend
the Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides paradigm in two aspects. First, we allow for the potential of
returning to a former job after a period of unemployment into the model. Second, we introduce
a job ladder of match-speciﬁc productivity and allow for on-the-job search to address the lifecycle dynamics of unemployment, separation, job-ﬁnding, job-to-job transition, and job recalls.
Jobs are occasionally hit by idiosyncratic match productivity shocks, and workers and ﬁrms can
decide whether to keep producing or separate. A larger fraction of older workers are employed
in the top of the job ladder. As a result, they separate less, but are more likely to go back to the
previous job conditional on separation, because the match quality is already good. For the same
reason, they are less likely to change jobs. The presence of a recall option makes unemployed
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worker attached to a job, and hence the job-ﬁnding rate behaves similarly to the job-to-job
rate, thus rationalizing a puzzle in the literature on the positive comovement of separation rate
and job ﬁnding rate over the life cycle.
Related Literature. Despite the prevalence of recalls in the labor market, there is surprisingly little research on recalls, although there is an extensive literature on temporary layoﬀs.
It is presumably because that the data requirements to measure TL are lower, as the survey
only needs to ask the worker at a given point in time whether he or she expects to be recall,
whereas to measure recalls one needs to keep track of the worker’s labor market history. This
paper ﬁrst contributes to a small literature that documents empirical facts about recalls. Early
important contributions include Katz (1986) using the Waves 14 and 15 of the Panel Study
of Income Dynamics (PSID), and Katz and Meyer (1990b) using a supplemental survey of a
sample of unemployment insurance (UI) beneﬁts recipients from Missouri and Pennsylvania between October 1979 and March 1980. Both papers are among the ﬁrst to notice the importance
of accounting for recalls in the analysis of unemployment. More recent contributions include
Fujita and Moscarini (2017), who revive the academic interest in recalls by documenting the
large magnitude and strong cyclicality of recalls using SIPP, a nationally representative sample
covering twenty years. They present a rich set of facts about recalls at the aggregate levels, for
example, that recalled workers have longer pre-separation tenure, shorter unemployment duration, more stable post-separation employment relationship, and higher occupational mobility.
We complement their paper by unveiling the aggregate patterns over the life cycle.
Although recalls and temporary layoﬀs are two closely related concepts, we elaborate their
distinction from a life cycle point of view. Nekoei and Weber (2015) ﬁnd Austrian administrative
data that 19% of permanent separations are in fact unexpectedly recalled ex post, while only
58% of temporary layoﬀs end up with actual recalls. Similar ﬁndings are also conﬁrmed by
Fujita and Moscarini (2017) for the US, where around 85% of temporary layoﬀs and 17% of
permanent separations are recalled. Although recalls align much more closely with TLs in the
US than in Austria, the cross-sectional correlation between TL and recall is still only 0.67.
Nekoei and Weber (2020) is an important step to build up the facts on temporary layoﬀs and
recalls. We complement their study by providing a life cycle perspective of TL and recalls.
The policy relevance of recalls is most often related to the design of the unemployment
insurance system, starting from the pioneering work by Feldstein (1976) and Topel (1983). It
is well understood that the way how UI is ﬁnanced can aﬀect workers and ﬁrms separation and
job search behavior. Albertini, Fairise and Terriau (2014) ﬁnd that UI recipients are more likely
to be recalled. They argue that the higher incidence of recalls among UI recipients is largely
accounted for by experience rating in the UI ﬁnancing system. Under the ER system, the ﬁrm-
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speciﬁc tax rate would be higher if its laid-oﬀ workers keep collecting UI beneﬁts. Therefore,
ﬁrms essentially internalize part of the impact of layoﬀs on workers. We ﬁnd that although UI
aﬀects the level of recalls, it hardly aﬀects the age proﬁle of recalls.
Second, this paper adds to the theoretical models on recalls. Feldstein (1976) is the ﬁrst to
provide a theory for temporary layoﬀs and study how they are eﬀected by unemployment insurance and tax policies. Fujita and Moscarini (2017) introduce a recall option in the workhorse
search and matching model a là Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) and study its business cycle
behavior. One key distinction in our model, on top of the obvious one that we have a life cycle
model, is that we assume mothballing positions is costly, while mothballing is free in Fujita
and Moscarini (2017). Fernández-Blanco (2013) studies a steady-state version of the model and
ﬁrms can commit to contracts. The key trade-oﬀ is between providing workers with insurance
and with incentives not to search while waiting for a recall. The “rest unemployment” by Alvarez and Shimer (2011) can also be interpreted as unemployment without active job search by
workers who have a strong expectation of recall.
Third, this paper provides a novel perspective to worker ﬂows over the life cycle and contributes to life-cycle search models. The life cycle proﬁles of EU rate, UE rate, and EE rate, as
well as transitions in and out of the labor force, have been documented by Menzio, Telyukova
and Visschers (2016) using the 1996 panel of the SIPP and Choi, Janiak and Villena-Roldán
(2015) using the monthly data ﬁles from the Current Population Survey (CPS) between January
1976 and April 2013. However, a summary statistics of job ﬁnding rate masks vast heterogeneity in the job ﬁnding behavior. For example, we ﬁnd that although the job ﬁnding rate is
relatively ﬂat over the life cycle (it is slightly declining if anything), but for old workers most
of the job ﬁnding is returning to previous employers. Theoretical contributions of worker ﬂows
over the life cycle include Chéron, Hairault and Langot (2011), Chéron, Hairault and Langot
(2013), Esteban-Pretel and Fujimoto (2014), Menzio, Telyukova and Visschers (2016), Gorry
(2016) and Cajner, Güner and Mukoyama (2021). We contribute to this literature by both empirically documenting the important heterogeneity of recalls over the life cycle and theoretically
providing a life cycle search model that is consistent with the facts.
Road Map. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
empirical facts of recalls over the life cycle. In Section 3, we describe the model and show
that its theoretical implications are in line with the data. Section 4 presents the quantitative
performance of the model. Section 5 performs an experiment of a drop in the matching eﬃciency
and examines its diﬀerential impact on young and old workers. Section 6 concludes and discusses
future directions.
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2 Empirical Facts
2.1 Data and Deﬁnition
We used the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), a collection of panel data
that begins in diﬀerent years, to document the life cycle behavior of job recalls. In particular,
the panels used for the analysis are: 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008.
For each interview (also called a wave) in SIPP, questions will be asked about the preceding
four-month period, hence our analysis can be conducted on a monthly frequency. The most
important variable is the unique job ID assigned to each job of a respondent, where SIPP deﬁnes
a job as a respondent-employer match. This allows us to identify if a worker has returned to
their previous employer. In particular, we deﬁne an event to be a job recall if the worker
has gone through a “employed-non employed-employed” transition (EN E) and returned to the
same employer just before separation. Following Fujita and Moscarini (2017), we only consider
job recalls to the most recent employer before separation and do not study recalls to other
employers. Denoting EN Et as the number of workers who get separated to non-employment at
age t and get recalled back to their most recent employer and EN Et′ as the number of workers
who separated from their job at age t and get out of non-employment to new employers, we
Et
′
can then deﬁne the recall share at age t as: EN EEN
′ . Note that in EN Et we exclude the
t +EN Et
cases where workers haven’t had a job before, because by deﬁnition they cannot be recalled.
The assignment of job ID, however, has an issue. When a worker goes jobless for the entire
four month wave, SIPP will assign a diﬀerent job ID when they get employed next time, even
though in reality this employer may be the same as just before the non-employment. The only
exception is when a worker is temporarily laid oﬀ, then the last job ID will be carried forward.
Fortunately, Stinson (2003) resolved this problem in panels 1990-1993 by retrospectively using
information of the entire panel of each individual record, which is not available to interviewers
when the survey is ongoing. Therefore, we regard the job IDs as reliable in the pre-1996 panels.
Although the post-1996 panels still have the aforementioned issues with the job ID, thanks
to the SIPP redesign in 1996, one advantage they have is that the deﬁnitions of labor market
status are consistent with the monthly CPS. All in all, our main results on recall share will be
based on the pre-1996 panels because job IDs are the most reliable there, while analyses that
condition on labor market status will be based on the post-1996 panels with the same job recall
imputation procedure as Fujita and Moscarini (2017). Robustness check using diﬀerent panels
are included in the appendix.
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2.2 Life-Cycle Behavior of Recall
The main empirical fact is the increase in recall share over age. We plot a bin scatter graph of
recall share over age in ﬁgure 1 and found that it almost doubled from 30% at age 23 to 58%
at age 55.
Figure 1: Recalls over the Life Cycle
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Notes: The ﬁgure plots the life cycle proﬁle of the recall share.

2.3 Robustness of the Fact
Administrative Dataset. To cross check the increase in recall share over age is not due to SIPP
mismeasurement, we used the high quality administrative data Quarterly Workforce Indicator
(QWI) to document recall share over age as well. The deﬁnition of recalls in QWI is not
completely consistent with our construction in SIPP. First, there is a time aggregation issue
because QWI is of quarterly frequency while we construct recall share in SIPP based on monthly
observations. Thus, QWI might miss the recalls that happened within a quarter. Second, when
calculating the share of hires that are recalls, QWI does not restrict attention to hires from
the most recent employer, allowing for recalls to any employers that the worker has worked for
within a year and possibly without non-employment spell. To take care of the discrepancy, we
reconstruct the recall share in SIPP to be consistent with the QWI. We collapse our monthly
data to a quarterly frequency and allow for recalls to any employers that the worker has worked
for within a year, possibly without non-employment spell. The results are plotted in ﬁgure 2.
Reassuringly, the two proﬁles are similar to each other.
Extensive Controls. Robustness check with various controls are also conducted by running the
6

Figure 2: Recalls over the Life Cycle in QWI (Alternative Measure)
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Notes: The ﬁgure reconciles the life cycle proﬁle of recall share in Quarterly Workforce Indicator
(QWI) and SIPP.

following regression:
Recall = α + βAge + γX + ε,
where Recall is a dummy variable indicating whether the worker has been recalled. We then
transform it into percentage terms by scaling it up by 100 so that we can interpret the coeﬃcient
in terms of recall shares. X is a vector of control variables. We run four sets of regression and
report the coeﬃcient in front of age in Table 1. In all of the speciﬁcation, the coeﬃcient in front
of age is statistically signiﬁcant and economically meaningful. In the second column, we include
demographics: gender, education level, race and year dummies. In the third column, we add
job characteristics to the second column controls: union, employer provided health insurance,
occupation and industry. In the fourth column we include job tenure quadratic to the third
column. In the ﬁfth column, we add unemployment duration. In the sixth column, we add
unemployment insurance recipiency and unemployment insurance amount. In the ﬁnal column,
we exclude seasonal workers.
Unemployment insurance. Although it has been documented that UI is an important factor
that aﬀects recalls (Feldstein, 1976; Katz and Meyer, 1990b,a; Albertini, Fairise and Terriau,
2014), we show that it does not drive the life cycle pattern we ﬁnd. In particular, even after we
control for a dummy variable indicating the UI recipiency status and the amount of UI beneﬁts
the worker received, the slope of age-recalls proﬁle is barely changed.
Seasonal work. One natural concern is that most of the recalls are seasonal jobs. For example,
Nekoei and Weber (2015) document that temporary layoﬀs are disproportionately common in
7

the construction and tourism sector, although they are present in all other sectors as well. We
deﬁne seasonal work following Coglianese and Price (2020). Even after we exclude seasonal
jobs, the age-gradient in the recall share still exists and is almost as steep as in the full sample.
Table 1: Regression Results

age
Control
Observations
R-squared

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

0.759***

0.720***

0.526***

0.521***

0.530***

0.528***

0.502***

(0.038)

(0.038)

(0.038)

(0.038)

(0.037)

(0.037)

(0.040)

/

Demographics

Job Char.

Job Tenure

U Duration

UI

Seasonal

17602

17602

17537

17537

17537

17537

14754

0.02

0.03

0.11

0.11

0.15

0.15

0.16

Standard errors, * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

Notes: This table reports the regression results of various speciﬁcations. See main text for details.

2.4 Ex Ante vs Ex Post
Is the increase in recall share over age driven by ex-ante arrangements or expectations (i.e.
older workers separate more often with the bilateral expectation of getting recalled) or ex-post
realisation (i.e. older workers get recalled more often regardless of bilateral expectation)?
We examine this by exploiting the diﬀerence between temporarily separated workers and
permanently separated workers. Temporarily separated workers are separated workers with arrangements or expectations to return to the employer; whereas permanently separated workers
are separated workers with no such expectations. A crude within-between decomposition is
performed where we looked at the life cycle recall share for temporarily separated and permanently separated workers (within margin, ex-post) and the portion of temporarily separated
workers over the life cycle (between margin, ex-ante). We follow Nekoei and Weber (2015) and
Katz and Meyer (1990b) to measure recall expectation (and hence deﬁne temporary layoﬀs) at
the beginning of the unemployment spell. The ex post rates we report are much more extreme
than Nekoei and Weber (2015).
It turns out that both margins contribute to the increase in recall share over age. There are
more older workers than young workers that think they are temporarily laid oﬀ. That is, hence
a larger portion of old separated workers have ex-ante expectations of getting recalled. The life
cycle proﬁles of ex post recall share for both temporarily separated workers and permanently
separated workers are also increasing with age. As a result, we cannot ignore one or the other.
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Figure 3: Ex Ante and Ex Post
(a) Ex Ante
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Notes: The ﬁgure plots that portion of separations that are temporary layoﬀs in the top panel and
the ex post realized recall share conditional on temporary or permanent layoﬀ in the bottom panel.
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2.5 Wage Changes
Now we turn to the wage outcome of various labor market transitions: recall (EUE), new job
ﬁnding (EUE’), and job-to-job switching (EE’). Using an event study design, we examine the
real wage change before and after an “event” (one of EUE, EUE’, or EE’), and contrast the
behavior of the young (below or equal to age 35) and the old (above age 35 and below or equal
to 60). We focus on workers who have worked on the job for at least 5 months both before
separation and after separation.
The regression speciﬁcation is the following:
ln wisτ = α +

4
∑

βτ Iisτ + γX is + εisτ ,

τ =−4

where ln wisτ denotes the log real wage of worker i at τ months before or after the event s.
The event period is deﬁned as relative to the month the worker gets separated and becomes
non-employed. We take away the last month on the job before separation and the ﬁrst month
on the job after separation to reduce noise on wage information. Therefore, event time negative
one here denotes the second last month on the job. The base period is set to be the second last
month on the job before separation. X are a set of controls including education, race, gender,
occupation before separation, industry before separation, and year dummies. Iist is a set of
indicators and takes 1 for worker i at τ periods before or after the event s. βτ ’s are the main
coeﬃcients of interest and are plotted in Figure 4.
Recalled workers did not experience real wage changes regardless of age, whereas for workers
ﬁnding new employers, old workers on average experienced a much higher wage loss than young
workers. Workers making job-to-job transitions have a positive wage change on average, and
expected wage increase is larger for young workers than old workers.
Instead of focusing on the mean, the whole distribution of wage changes is also informative.
In Figure 5, we contrast the distribution of log real wage for recalled workers and those who ﬁnd
a new employers for both young and old. We ﬁnd that for both young and old, the distribution
for those who go to a new employer has a larger dispersion than those who are recalled. See
Appendix Figure A-2 for the distribution of wage changes including job-to-job transitions.
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Figure 4: Event Study
(a) Recalled workers
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Notes: The ﬁgure plots the coeﬃcients of the event study speciﬁcations for recalled workers (the
top panel), for workers moving to a new employer after the jobless spell (the middle panel), and for
workings making job-to-job transitions (the bottom panel). The blue lines are for young workers and
the red lines are for old workers. Dashed lines plot the 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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Figure 5: The Distribution of Wage Changes
(a) Young workers
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Notes: The ﬁgure plots the distribution of the wage changes speciﬁcations for recalled workers (ENE)
and for workers moving to new employers after the jobless spell (ENE’). The top panel is for young
workers and the bottom panel is for old workers.
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3 Model
To understand the relevance of job recalls to labor market dynamics over the life cycle, we
extend the Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides paradigm in two aspects. First, given the empirical
prevalence of recalls, we introduce in the model the possibility of getting back to the previous job
after an unemployment spell. Second, we introduce a job ladder of match-speciﬁc productivity
and allow for on-the-job search to speak to the life-cycle dynamics of unemployment, separation
rate, job-ﬁnding rate, job-to-job transition rate, as well as job recalls.

3.1 Environment
Time is continuous and agents are inﬁnitely lived. Agents are risk-neutral and discount the
future at rate ρ. A worker-job match produces ﬂow output mε, where m is the match-speciﬁc
productivity constant for each worker-job pair and ε is a productivity shock that evolves stochastically. The match-speciﬁc productivity is drawn from the G(m) distribution upon meeting.
The stochastic productivity process is described in detail below. Unemployed workers produce
z at home.
The labor market is frictional. The matching process is governed by a matching function
that exhibits constant returns to scale, M (S, V ), where S denotes the number of job seekers
and V the number of vacancies. For notational convenience, we use lower-case letters to denote
the rates of corresponding variables normalized by the size of the labor force. We allow for
on-the-job search so that the measure of eﬀective searchers is s := u + ϕ(1 − u), where u is
the unemployment rate and ϕ is the relative search intensity of the employed workers. As is
conventional, we denote by θ = v/s the eﬀective labor market tightness. The contact rate is thus
p(θ) = M (1, θ) for unemployed workers, ϕp(θ) for employed workers, and q (θ) = M (θ−1 , 1) for
vacant jobs, with p(θ) = θq (θ).
There are three employment statuses in this model. A worker can be employed at a job,
unemployed but attached to a job with a recall option, and unemployed without a recall option.
Analogously, a position can be matched with a worker producing, vacant but attached to a
worker with a recall option, and vacant without a recall option (either a brand new vacancy
or an old position that loses contact with its previous employee). We make two simplifying
assumptions to facilitate analysis. First, it is costless to mothball a position waiting for possible
recalls. This is a reasonable assumption as ﬁrms do not exert recruiting eﬀorts for mothballed
positions, as opposed to standard vacancies that are actively looking for workers to ﬁll the job.
As a result, ﬁrms always have the incentive to mothball the position, rather than destroy the
position, when a bad but temporary shock hits. Second, the recall option is lost when the worker
starts a new job. We thereby focus on recalls from unemployment to the most recent employer.
13

Table 2: Summary of Possible Events
Employed

Unemployed

Unemployed

w/ recall option

w/o recall option

Productivity shock

λe

λu

/

Destruction shock

δ

δ

/

Job oﬀer arrival

ϕp(θ)

p(θ)

p(θ)

Labor force exit

γ

γ

γ

Notes: This table summarizes possible events in the model with their corresponding notations.

These assumptions are also made by Fujita and Moscarini (2017). Table 2 summarizes the
possible events for employed workers, unemployed workers with a recall option, and unemployed
workers without a recall option, which we now turn to in the following paragraph. These events
occur symmetrically to producing jobs, mothballed positions (i.e., vacant jobs with a recall
option), and new vacancies (i.e., vacant jobs without a recall option), respectively.
Four events could happen during employment for a matched worker-job pair that is producing. (1) First, at Poisson rate λe , a new stochastic productivity component is independently
drawn from the distribution ε′ ∼ Fe .3 The match will endogenously separate with a recall option if it is hit by a suﬃciently negative temporary productivity shock. (2) Second, at Poisson
rate δ, the match is exogenously destroyed, and the match can never be resumed. It captures
match dissolution for reasons orthogonal to match-speciﬁc productivity, such as ﬁrm closure and
worker migration. (3) Third, at Poisson rate ϕp(θ), the employed worker receives an outside job
oﬀer, with match-speciﬁc productivity drawn from the distribution m′ ∼ G. For simplicity, we
assume that the stochastic component always starts at ε̄, the highest value, for new matches.
The worker can decide whether to move to the new job or stay in the current match. If the
worker leaves, the position becomes vacant and unattached. (4) Finally, at Poisson rate γ, the
worker exits the labor force (e.g., retirement or death).
Similarly, four events could hit a separated match that is not producing but holds a recall
option. (1) First, at Poisson rate λu , a new stochastic productivity component is drawn from
ε′ ∼ Fu . If it exceeds a certain threshold, the worker will be recalled and the match will resume
production. (2) Second, at Poisson rate δ, the mothballed position is exogenously destroyed. (3)
Third, at Poisson rate p(θ), the unemployed worker receives an oﬀer with m′ ∼ G and ε′ = ε̄,
and decides whether or not to accept it. The worker will compare the value of accepting the
3

This assumption admits a parsimonious formulation of persistent shocks. The Poisson rate λe controls how
persistent the idiosyncratic productivity is. When λe is low, changes occur infrequently and hence persistence
of the shock is high.
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new job oﬀer with the value of waiting for the stochastic productivity component to improve at
the previous match. If the worker leaves, the previous position becomes a brand new vacancy.
(4) Finally, the worker retires at Poisson rate γ.
The problem for unemployment and vacancies without a recall option is simple and behaves
similarly to standard models. For an unemployed, unattached worker, only the last two events,
a new job oﬀer arrival or an exit shock, could happen. For a vacancy without a recall option,
the ﬁrm pays a ﬂow recruiting cost κ and meets a worker at rate q(θ).
The model is closed as in the standard DMP paradigm. First, the free entry condition for
vacancy posting pins down the job creation motive. As a result, a ﬁrm tied to its most recent
employee will prefer waiting for the recall possibility, rather than posting a new vacancy that
yields zero expected value. A position vacated by the employee leaving for another new job will
be reposted and receive zero value. Second, wages are determined by Nash bargaining, with a
fraction β of the surplus accruing to the worker. As in Fujita and Moscarini (2017), we assume
that the outside option of bargaining is separation with a recall option for both workers and
ﬁrms. When the worker receives an outside oﬀer on the job and bargains with a new potential
employer, the outside option of bargaining is separation with a recall option of getting back to
the new employer, not the previous employer.

3.2 Value Functions
This section presents the value functions. Let W, U, U0 , J, V, V0 be the values of an employed
worker, an attached unemployed worker, an unattached unemployed worker, a producing job,
an attached vacancy, an unattached vacancy, respectively. Since the three value functions on
the ﬁrm side mirror those for the workers, we present the value function for worker and ﬁrm
together grouped by the employment status.
Producing workers and jobs. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for an employed
worker at a job of match-speciﬁc productivity m and stochastic productivity ε is
[

∫

{
}
(ρ + λe + δ + ϕp(θ) + γ)W (m, ε) = w(m, ε) + λe max W (m, ε′ ), U (m) dFe (ε′ )
]
∫
{
}
′
′
+ δU0 + ϕp(θ) max W (m , ε̄), W (m, ε) dG(m ) + γ · 0 ,

(1)

where w(m, ε) is the ﬂow wage paid to the worker. Similarly, the Bellman equation for a
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producing job of match-speciﬁc productivity m and stochastic productivity ε is
[

∫

{
}
(ρ + λe + δ + ϕp(θ) + γ)J(m, ε) = mε − w(m, ε) + λe max J(m, ε′ ), V (m) dFe (ε′ )
]
(2)
∫ {
}
′
′
+ δ · 0 + ϕp(θ) 1 W (m , ε̄) ≤ W (m, ε) J(m, ε) dG(m ) + γ · 0 ,
where 1{•} is an indicator function that takes 1 if • is true and 0 otherwise. The ﬁrm gets
the residual ﬂow proﬁt from output net wage mε − w(m, ε). These value functions reﬂect four
possibilities. First, at rate λe , the job is hit by a new stochastic productivity component ε′ ∼ Fe ,
leading to an endogenous separation with attachment if W (m, ε′ ) < U (m) (because of the joint
surplus sharing rule due to Nash bargaining, it is equivalent to J(m, ε′ ) < V (m)); otherwise,
the match keeps producing at the new productivity shock. Second, the match is exogenously
destroyed at rate δ so that the worker becomes unemployed without a recall option and the
job becomes vacant without attachment, in which case we have already invoked the free entry
condition V0 = 0. Third, at rate ϕp(θ), the worker receives an outside oﬀer drawn from m′ ∼ G
and moves to the new job if W (m′ , ε̄) > W (m, ε); otherwise, the worker sticks to the current
job. If the worker is poached by the new position, the old position becomes an unattached
vacancy. Finally, the worker exits the labor market at rate γ.
Separated workers and jobs with recall options. The Bellman equation for an unemployed
worker with a recall option to her previous employer of match quality m solves
[

∫

{
}
′
(ρ + λu + δ + p(θ) + γ)U (m) = z + λu max W (m, ε ), U (m) dFu (ε′ ) + δU0
]
∫
{
}
′
′
+ p(θ) max W (m , ε̄), U (m) dG(m ) + γ · 0 ,

(3)

where z is the ﬂow value from home production. The value of a vacant ﬁrm with a recall option
is written as:
[ ∫
{
}
(ρ + λu + δ + p(θ) + γ)V (m) = 0 + λu max J(m, ε′ ), V (m) dFu (ε′ ) + δ · 0
]
(4)
∫ {
}
′
′
+ p(θ) 1 W (m , ε̄) ≤ U (m) V (m) dG(m ) + γ · 0 ,
where the ﬂow value is zero because no recruiting eﬀorts are spent on the mothballed position.
These two value functions admit four possibilities. First, at rate λu , a new stochastic productivity component is drawn from ε′ ∼ Fu and the pair resumes production if W (m, ε′ ) > U (m);
otherwise, the worker-job pair stays inactivated. Second, the connection is destroyed at rate
δ, in which case the worker becomes unemployed without being attached to any employer, and
similarly, the job becomes an unattached vacancy. Third, the worker receives an outside oﬀer
16

drawn from m′ ∼ G and accepts the oﬀer if W (m′ , ε̄) > U (m). When that happens, the job
loses contact with its previous employee and becomes a brand new vacancy. Finally, the worker
exits the labor market at rate γ.
Unemployment and vacancies without recall options. The value functions for unemployed
workers and vacancies without recall options are standard. The Bellman equation for an unemployed worker without a recall option is:
∫
(ρ + p(θ) + γ)U0 = z + p(θ)

{
}
max W (m′ , ε̄), U0 dG(m′ ) + γ · 0.

(5)

The unemployed worker without a recall option produces a ﬂow value of z, receives an oﬀer at
rate p(θ) and exits the labor market at rate γ. The Bellman equation for a vacancy untied to
any worker is
[ ∫∫
q(θ)
(ρ + q(θ))V0 = −κ +
µ0
1 {W (m′ , ε̄)) > U0 } J(m′ , ε̄) dG(m′ )
u + ϕ(1 − u)
∫∫
+
1 {W (m′ , ε̄)) > U (m̃)} J(m′ , ε̄) dµ(m̃) dG(m′ )
]
∫∫
′
′
′
+ϕ
1 {W (m , ε̄)) > W (m̃, ε̃)} J(m , ε̄) dℓ(m̃, ε̃) dG(m ) ,

(6)

where u is the measure of all unemployed workers, µ0 is the measure of unemployed workers
without recall options, µ(m) is the measure of unemployed workers with a recall option attached
to a job of match quality m, and ℓ(m, ε) is the measure of employed workers at a job of matchspeciﬁc productivity m and stochastic component ε. The ﬂow recruiting cost of posting a
vacancy is κ. The vacancy meets a worker at rate q(θ). The worker could be employed,
unemployed with a recall option, or unemployed without a recall option, drawn randomly
according to the equilibrium distribution of workers. If the worker accepts the job, a new
match will be formed and start production. In equilibrium, the free entry condition pins down
the level of labor market tightness that satisﬁes V0 = 0.
Nash Bargaining. The wage is determined by Nash bargaining:
[
]β [
]1−β
w(m, ε) = arg max W (m, ε) − U (m) J(m, ε) − V (m)
.
w

It is convenient to work with the surplus deﬁned as S (m, ε) := W (m, ε) − U (m) + J (m, ε) −
V (m). The bargaining breaks down if and only the surplus is negative. For convenience, we
redeﬁne the value of W and J to be 0 if the bargaining breaks down. Deﬁne an indicator function
Φ (m, ε) := 1 {S (m, ε) ≥ 0} for cases where the bargaining reaches agreements. Successful
[
]
[
]
bargaining admits a surplus sharing rule with (1 − β) W (m, ε) − U (m) = β J(m, ε) − V (m) .
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Plugging in the above Bellman equations, we obtain the following wage equation:
∫

w(m, ε) = (1 − β)z + (1 − β)p(θ) max {W (m′ , ε̄) − U (m)), 0} dG(m′ )
∫
− (1 − β)ϕp(θ) max {W (m′ , ε̄)) − W (m, ε), 0} dG(m′ )
∫
+ βmε + βp(θ) 1 {W (m′ , ε̄)) > U (m)} V (m) dG(m′ )
∫
− βϕp(θ) 1 {W (m′ , ε̄)) > W (m, ε)} J(m, ε) dG(m′ ).

(7)

The wage equation has an intuitive economic interpretation. The worker is paid a weighted
average of the ﬂow value of being unemployed (weighted by 1 − β) and the ﬂow value of forming
a match (weighted by β). The ﬂow value of being unemployed includes home production z
and the option value of ﬁnding a new match while staying unemployed (the ﬁrst line), which is
compensated by the option value of searching on the job (the second line). The ﬂow value of
forming a match includes production mε and the saved vacancy value with a recall option, which
would otherwise be lost should the worker ﬁnds another job during the attached unemployment
period (the third line). This value, however, is oﬀset by the potential loss to the ﬁrm caused
by the worker’s on-the-job search (the fourth line).

3.3 Equilibrium
We consider a stationary equilibrium. The steady-state inﬂow-outﬂow balanced equation for
unemployed workers without recall options is:
∫
µ0 p(θ)

{
}
1 W (m′ , ε̄) > U0 dG(m′ ) = (1 − µ0 )(δ + γ).

(8)

The steady-state inﬂow-outﬂow balanced equation for unemployed workers with recall options
is: for all m,
[ ∫
]
∫ {
}
′
′
′
′
µ(m) λu Φ(m, ε ) dF (ε ) + p(θ) 1 W (m , ε̄) > U (m) dG(m ) + δ + γ
[∫
] ∫
=
dℓ(m, ε) λe (1 − Φ(m, ε′ )) dF (ε′ ).

(9)

ε

The steady-state inﬂow-outﬂow balanced equation for employed workers is: for all m and all ε,
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[
]
∫ {
}
′
′
ℓ(m, ε) λe + ϕp(θ) 1 W (m , ε̄) > W (m, ε) dG(m ) + δ + γ
[∫
]
=
dℓ(m, ε̃) λe f (ε)Φ(m, ε) + µ(m)λu f (ε)Φ(m, ε)
ε̃
[∫ {
}
{
} ]
{
}
+ 1 ε = ε̄ p(θ)g(m)
1 W (m, ε̄) > U (m̃) dµ(m̃) + 1 W (m, ε̄) > U0 µ0
m̃
∫∫
{
}
{
}
+ 1 ε = ε̄ ϕp(θ)g(m)
1 W (m, ε̄) > W (m̃, ε̃) dℓ(m̃, ε̃).

(10)

m̃,ε̃

A stationary equilibrium is deﬁned as value functions {W, U, U0 , J, V, V0 }, wage policy w(m, ε),
labor market tightness θ, and measures µ0 , µ(m), ℓ(m, ε), such that:
1. The value functions {W, U, U0 , J, V, V0 } satisfy Bellman equations (1)-(6);
2. The wage policy w(m, ε) satisﬁes the wage equation (7) derived from Nash Bargaining;
3. The labor market tightness θ satisﬁes the free entry condition V0 = 0;
4. The measures satisfy the steady-state inﬂow-outﬂow balanced equations (8)-(10).
The algorithm to solve the equilibrium is laid out in Appendix.

4 Calibration
To calibrate the model we specify a functional form for the match distribution G, idiosyncratic
productivity distribution Fu and Fe . We specify G to be a truncated normal distribution
with mean µm , standard deviation σm and truncation point m. For Fe , we choose a uniform
distribution with support [ε, ε̄]. For For Fu , we choose the uniform distribution with the same
support as Fe but with a mass point π at the highest epsilon ε̄. Finally we parameterize a
Cobb-Douglas matching function: M (S, V ) = AS α V 1−α . We calibrated the model to match
the ﬂow rates over the life cycle. The calibrated parameters are reported in Table 3.
Figure 6 plots the model predictions (red line) and the data (blue dots) of labor market
dynamics over the life cycle, including the recall share, job ﬁnding rate, separation rate, and
job-to-job rate.
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Table 3: Calibrated values
Description

Value

µm

Mean of normal distribution

1.3033

σm

S.d. of normal distribution

0.2804

m

Truncation point

1

ε

Lower bound of ε

0.6055

ε̄

Upper bound of ε

1.0022

πFu

Probability mass of Fu

0.1314

πFe

Probability mass of Fe

0.014

A

Matching eﬃciency

0.2944

λu

Poisson rate of idiosyncratic shock (U)

0.176

λe

Poisson rate of idiosyncratic shock (E)

0.0736

ϕ

On-the-job search intensity

0.4229

δu

Exogenous destruction rate

0.0017

δe

Exogenous destruction rate

0.00090124

z

Home production

0.7792
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Figure 6: Labor Market Dynamics over the Life Cycle
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Notes: This ﬁgure plots the model predictions (red line) and the data (blue dots) of labor market
dynamics over the life cycle, including the recall share, job ﬁnding rate, separation rate, and job-tojob rate.
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Figure 7: Event Study: Model
(a) Recalled workers
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(b) New employer
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(c) Job to Job
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Notes: The ﬁgure plots the coeﬃcients of the event study speciﬁcations for recalled workers (the
top panel), for workers moving to a new employer after the jobless spell (the middle panel), and for
workings making job-to-job transitions (the bottom panel) in the simulated data set. The blue lines
are for young workers and the red lines are for old workers.
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5 Application
We consider the diﬀerential impact of the drop in matching eﬃciency on young and old workers.
To do so, we calculate the impulse response of the model economy to a one-time, unanticipated
shock in matching eﬃciency. We focus on perfect foresight transition dynamics.
Algorithm. Consider a transition path of T periods, where T is large. Period T will feature
−1
the old steady state equilibrium. Guess a path of labor market tightness, {θt0 }Tt=1
.
−1
and the terminal
1. Suppose we are now at iteration i. Given the path of tightness {θti }Tt=1
value functions, we solve for the path of value functions backwards.

2. Given the path of value functions and associated policy functions, we solve for the path
of measures using the law of motion forwards.
−1
that is consistent with the period3. Solve for the path of labor market tightness {θ̃ti+1 }Tt=1
by-period free entry condition.

4. If the tolerance is satisﬁed, done. Otherwise, update the guess for the path of tightness
to
θi+1 = ωθi + (1 − ω)θ̃i+1
with some dampening factor ω (store the path of tightness as a vector). Go back to step
1.

6 Conclusion
Recalls are a prevalent feature of the U.S. labor market. It is important to incorporate recalls
into labor market research. In this paper, we provide a set of novel facts regarding recalls over
the life cycle. We ﬁnd that the share of unemployment spells that end with recalls is strongly
increasing in age. The recall share of a 55-year-old worker is twice as high as that of a 25year-old worker. We present a search-and-matching model with recall options and a job ladder
that successfully accounts for all the facts we document. The upshot is that once the empirical
prevalence of recalls are seriously taken account into an otherwise standard job-ladder search
model, one immediately realizes that the job ﬁnding rate is decreasing over the life cycle, due to
the option value of the possibility of being recalled, thus reconciling the puzzle of the positive
comovement between separation and job ﬁnding rate over the life cycle that a standard model
has a hard time reproducing.
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I Appendix
I.1 Additional Results
Table A-1: Age speciﬁcation

age

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.528***

1.397***

6.286***

(0.037)

(0.282)

(1.728)

-0.011***

-0.138***

(0.004)

(0.044)

age sq

age cubic

0.001***
(0.000)

Speciﬁcation

Linear

Quadratic

Cubic

Observations

17537

17537

17537

0.15

0.15

0.15

R-squared

Standard errors, * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Figure A-1: Event Study
(a) Recalled workers
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Notes: The ﬁgure plots the coeﬃcients of the event study speciﬁcations for recalled workers (the top
panel) and for workers moving to a new employer after the jobless spell (the bottom panel). The blue
lines are for young workers and the red lines are for old workers. Data is from all panels, imputed
recalls
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Figure A-2: The Distribution of Wage Changes
(a) Young workers
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Notes: The ﬁgure plots the distribution of the wage changes speciﬁcations for recalled workers (ENE)
and for workers moving to new employers after the jobless spell (ENE’). The top panel is for young
workers and the bottom panel is for old workers.
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Figure A-3: The Distribution of Wage Changes Pre 96
(a) Young workers
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Notes: The ﬁgure plots the distribution of the wage changes speciﬁcations for recalled workers (ENE)
and for workers moving to new employers after the jobless spell (ENE’). The top panel is for young
workers and the bottom panel is for old workers.
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